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At least one non-human primate species — the marmoset

monkey — exhibits developmental processes similar to human

vocal development. These processes include babbling-like

early vocal output and a role for social feedback in changing

this output into mature-sounding vocalizations. Such parallel

behaviors provide a window through which we can begin to

understand the physiological mechanisms for how early

vocalizations are produced and shaped by social feedback.

The latest work shows that the acoustic structure of babbling in

infant monkeys is driven by oscillations of the autonomic

nervous system. It is hypothesized that this autonomic nervous

system rhythm is perturbed through vocal interactions between

infants and parents. These interactions gradually accelerate the

transformation of immature vocalizations into mature forms.
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Introduction
Like many behaviors [1��], vocal development is the

outcome of interactions between the infant’s developing

biological system of vocal production (the body and the

nervous system) and his experience with caregivers. In

humans, such development is marked by a progression:

early vocalizations, like cries, fussing and cooing sounds,

become increasingly complex and speech-like and even-

tually turn into words [2]. Early vocalizations act as

scaffolding for later, more speech-like vocalizations. In

fact, from a purely acoustic perspective, the progression of

changes from cries to later vocalizations like cooing and

babbling is continuous [3].

Social feedback from caregivers can be an instrumental

driving force that increases the maturation rate of these
www.sciencedirect.com 
prelinguistic vocalizations [4]. Not only is the volubility of

infants influenced by social context and past dyadic

interactions with caregivers [5,6], but caregivers who

preferentially and contingently respond to speech-like

infant vocalizations spur the development of more com-

plex vocalizations from those infants [7��,8��]. Converse-

ly, parents are more likely to contingently respond to

infant vocalizations if they sound more mature or speech-

like [9]. Taken together, these findings show that contin-

gent parental responses to infants’ vocalizations facilitate

the latter’s development into more mature sounding

forms.

In order to understand the mechanisms underlying these

vocal development processes, we need an animal model

system that shares at least some of these features of

human infant vocal development and parent–infant inter-

actions. Below, we review what we have learned from

marmoset monkey vocal development and show they that

have a similar developmental trajectory: Marmosets pro-

duce babbling-like vocalizations and the maturation rate

of their vocalizations is influenced by parental feedback.

We will then present evidence for a physiological mech-

anism that guides this developmental process.

The marmoset monkey model system
The marmoset monkey (Callithrix jacchus) has recently

come into the fore as a new primate model system for

neuroscience and communication [10,11]. Marmosets and

other closely related species in the Callitrichid family are

quite flexible in their vocal behavior, especially when

compared to Old World primates like macaques and apes.

They readily adjust (without any training) the timing of

their vocalizations to the timing of conspecific calls [12–
15], and they cooperatively adjust the amplitude of their

calls during vocal exchanges in accord with distance from

conspecifics [16]. Marmosets also take turns when they

vocalize, exhibiting contingent and repeated exchanges

of vocalizations between any two individuals — related or

unrelated — for an extended period of time [15]. This

turn-taking behavior by marmosets has the same univer-

sal features, and coupled oscillator properties, of human

conversational turn-taking (albeit on a different time-

scale) [15,17,18].

Marmoset monkeys are also cooperative breeders. Both

parents, older siblings and non-kin help care for offspring

by carrying them and sharing food with them. Among

primates, this is very rare: only humans and members of

the Callitrichid family exhibit this reproductive strategy.
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Thus, in terms of comparative developmental studies

among human and nonhuman primates, marmosets are

a more compelling analogous species than the phyloge-

netically closer, but socially dissimilar, Old World apes

and monkeys [19]. These cooperative breeding behaviors

by humans and marmosets are the basis for other prosocial

cognitive processes [20,21], including those related to

vocal communication [11]. In humans, the vocal behavior

of infants stimulates interactions with caregivers, thereby

serving a key role in the infants’ own development. Thus,

in light of their similar infant care strategies and vocal

turn-taking behavior, does the vocal behavior of marmo-

set monkeys develop in a manner similar to that of human

vocal behavior?

Marmoset monkey vocal development is
influenced by parental feedback
Human infant babbling is a mixture of vocalizations — a

subset of which will be incorporated in adult speech and

produced in correct contexts, while others are transient,

serving as substrate for later vocalizations [2]. Such tran-

sient vocalizations are also evident during song learning

by birds [22��]. Unlike Old World nonhuman primates,

developing marmosets also produce a babbling-like vocal

output [23,24��,25], with some vocalizations that sound

adult-like (but are produced in the wrong social context)

and others that are immature forms of what will ultimately

be the contact (‘phee’) call used by them during vocal

exchanges (Figure 1a) [24��,26��].
Figure 1
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Marmoset infant vocalizations are influenced by contingent vocal responses

infant marmoset in the first week of life (postnatal day 3; top panel) and late

recorded in an undirected (social isolation) context. The early vocalizations 

contact (‘phee’) calls in this undirected context. (b) The more contingent vo

it will transform high entropy calls (cries) into low entropy (phee) calls. Zero-

postnatal day on which an infant produces calls with a 50–50 phee/cry ratio
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It is typically assumed that any developmental changes in

nonhuman primate vocalizations are simply related to

growth [27]. That is, any changes in vocal structure are

just simple consequences of biomechanical and/or neural

circuit maturation and that social feedback from parents

has no influence on these changes. Marmoset monkeys,

however, are unlike the typical primate. The rate at which

their vocalizations (specifically, their contact ‘phee’ call)

matures is strongly influenced by how much contingent

vocal feedback they get from their parents [24��].
Figure 1b shows that the timing of the transition point

between producing more mature phee calls versus imma-

ture cries is significantly correlated with how often par-

ents contingently respond to infant vocalizations. By

contrast, there was no relationship between the rate of

phee call maturation and the total amount of parental

phee calls heard [24��]. Taken together, these findings

provided an opportunity to study the physiological mech-

anism underlying human-like vocal development in a

primate species.

Rhythmicity in babbling: an arousal
mechanism
As it is for human infants [28] and songbirds [22��,29], the

babbling output of marmoset infants is very rhythmic

[26��]. This rhythmicity suggests that this output is driven

by the oscillatory activity of the nervous system. As in

developing songbirds [30], the temporal structure of

babbling output by infants is tightly locked to respiration
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The autonomic nervous system modulates arousal in a rhythmic

fashion that in turns modulates respiratory power. (a) A schematic

illustrating spontaneous vocal production as a function of ANS

oscillation. The continuously produced vocalizations by very young

infant marmosets are driven by the natural rhythmic activity of

respiration whose power is modulated by the slower, �0.1 Hz rhythm

of the ANS. This consequently changes the quality of the vocalizations

so that they fluctuation between high (cry) and low (phee) levels of

entropy. (b) Changes in infant vocalizations might result from the

perturbation of its ANS rhythm upon hearing a parental vocal

response. The schematic shows that when hearing a parental call, the

phase of the infant’s ANS oscillation shifts towards the peak, resulting

in an enhancement of respiratory amplitude and thus a lower entropy,

more mature sounding, vocalization.
in marmoset monkey infants [26��], with respiration pro-

viding the power for generating vocal sounds [31]. Ap-

proximately every second, an utterance phase-locked to

the respiratory rhythm is produced. The time-varying

spectral structure of babbling sequences also has a rhythm

but at a rate that is an order of magnitude slower. Spectral

entropy, a measure of the noisiness of the sound spectrum

[24��,32], fluctuates during babbling at a 0.1 Hz frequen-

cy [26��]. This is interesting because the autonomic

nervous system (ANS) also has a 0.1 Hz rhythm known

as the Mayer wave. Thus, in effect, arousal is oscillating at

this frequency.

Present in all mammals, the Mayer wave represents

perturbations to the baroreflex [33], the homeostatic

mechanism by which blood pressure is maintained via

changes in heart rate. This results in an unstable negative

feedback control loop that generates self-sustained oscil-

lations at its resonance frequency of 0.1 Hz. How can this

ANS rhythm account for the 0.1 Hz entropy fluctuations

in infant babbling sequences? The 0.1 Hz ANS rhythm

modulates the power of the faster, 1 Hz respiratory rate

[26��] (Figure 2a). This creates a scenario in which

marmoset infants produce vocalizations at a rate of

1 Hz but the respiratory power is not constant — it is

modulated according to a 0.1 Hz rhythm. Lower respira-

tory power generates noisy (high entropy) vocalizations,

while higher respiratory power generates more tonal (low

entropy) vocalizations [24��,26��] (Figure 2a). Thus, as

revealed by partial coherence measures of heart rate,

respiration and vocalizations, spectral entropy fluctuates

at �0.1 Hz because both laryngeal tension and respiratory

power are modulated by the ANS rhythm [26��].

Although the rhythmicity of marmoset infant babbling is

explained by this ANS rhythm, three other features of

marmoset vocal development have yet to be accounted for

mechanistically: (1) infant marmosets gradually stop pro-

ducing immature vocalizations and start producing only

mature phee calls in the undirected (isolation) (Figure 1a)

and directed (vocal interactions with out-of-sight conspe-

cifics) contexts [24��,26��]; (2) the transformation of imma-

ture vocalizations into phee calls is influenced by the

amount of contingent parental vocal responses [24��]
(Figure 1b); and (3) phee calls by adults are spontaneously

produced at �0.1 Hz frequency [34].

Raising the threshold to vocalize: a hypothesis
A simple developmental process may be at play for all

three changes, one that involves raising the ‘decision’

threshold relative to the ANS rhythm. It is our hypothesis

that contingent vocal feedback from parents can acceler-

ate the rising of this threshold and thus the production of

mature sounding contact calls at the adult rate of produc-

tion (Figure 2b). Figure 3a illustrates how this would

work. In this scheme, very young infant marmosets have a

very low threshold to vocalize, such that they produce
www.sciencedirect.com 
vocalizations at the respiration rate of �1.0 Hz (but with

spectral entropy changing at 0.1 Hz due to the ANS

modulation of respiratory power; see above). Over the

course of development, this threshold rises to the point

where only the peaks of the ANS rhythm exceed it. This

results in two outcomes: only phee calls are produced and

they are produced at the adult rate of �0.1 Hz.

In the framework of ANS-governed infant vocal production,

the effect of caregiver’s contingent responses might be to

provide a transient driving force to push the ANS oscillator

towards the peak so that the oscillatory phase corresponding

to producing adult-like vocalizations emerges immediately

after the parental call (Figure 2b). The indirect evidence for

this process consists of the following: First, after a contin-

gent vocal response from a parent, marmoset infants imme-

diate produce more mature-sounding vocalizations [35��].
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2016, 40:155–160
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Figure 3
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A simple threshold model of vocal development that can account for the transition from babbling to mature vocalizations. (a) Different phases of

the oscillation correspond to different levels of spectral entropy in the vocalizations that are produced: low entropy phee calls and high entropy

cries. A newborn’s ANS oscillates above the threshold, allowing continuous production of various calls at the faster respiration rate. As the infant

develops, the threshold is elevated and only phases close to the peak can be above the threshold. This results in the production of only phee

calls at every ANS cycle. (b) The rate of changes in the proportion of phee calls might be related to the rate the threshold is elevated through

development, and this rate is influenced by contingent parental vocal responses.
For example, the ANS-dependent spectral entropy of their

vocalizations was lower in the 5-second interval following a

contingent parental vocal response than in the 5 s preceding

it. Thus, marmoset infants not only change the structure of

their vocalizations over the course of days, but do so in real

time as they interact with their parents. In humans, contin-

gent caregiver vocal responses to infant vocalizations also

immediately result in more mature, speech-like vocaliza-

tions from those infants [8��]. Second, marmoset parents are

more likely to give contingent responses to infant vocaliza-

tions that sound more mature (i.e., have lower entropy)

[35��]. This, too, is like human infant–caregiver interactions

[9]. These data show that, in both species, early vocal

learning by infants is a system property that includes both

the infant and parents as important elements [35��].

Although such perturbations to the infant’s ANS/vocal

production system is brief, cumulatively, it might change

the infant vocal behavior in the long term and this process

might account for the elevation of the hypothesized

threshold relative to ANS rhythm (Figure 3a,b).

Conclusions
Vocal signals are part of a complex, multidimensional,

probabilistic process that includes the physiological states

of all the participants [36]. Nowhere is this more important

than during caregiver–infant interactions and their influence

on infant vocal development. From a translational perspec-

tive, neurodevelopmental disorders representing two oppo-

site extremes in social communication — autism and

Williams syndrome — have been linked to arousal/ANS
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2016, 40:155–160 
dysfunction [37,38]. Thus, in order to understand early vocal

development (and how it may go awry), it is critical to know

how the ANS may function in producing individual differ-

ences in vocal output.

These developmental data from marmoset monkeys sup-

port a cybernetic-like conceptual framework (similar but

not identical to the one put forth by Zeskind [36])

wherein there are four basic elements to infant–caregiver

vocal interactions: (1) early vocalizations of infants are

largely governed by the rhythmical dynamics of the ANS/

arousal; (2) arousal dynamics are reflected in the acoustic

structure of infant vocalizations; (3) these differences in

the acoustic structure of infant vocalizations influence

how caregivers respond; and (4) the contingent responses

of caregivers subsequently influence the acoustic struc-

ture of infant vocalizations. Thus, using marmoset mon-

keys as a model system is revealing how rhythmic

fluctuations of the ANS may be of critical importance

to understanding the early vocal development in humans

and other species, acting as the engine for vocal develop-

ment through social interactions.
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